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Abstract. Let {si, si(O), IRΛ α} be a theory of local observables. We show
that there are relations between the Connes-von Neumann types of the algebras
belonging to a different global representation. For example if one representation
is the vacuum representation such that the wedge algebra is of type ΠIi then this
also is the case for other representations, provided these are connected with the
vacuum by large translations.

1. Introduction
The type of local von Neumann algebras has been investigated in many papers
(see e.g. [1, 6, 8, 9, 16]). These investigations are either based on the explicit
knowledge of the algebra (free fields or generalized free fields), on the structure
of lightlike translations, or on the assumption that the theory of local observables
in question is connected to a Wightman field in some way or other. The latter
group of results is obtained by assuming the existence of a scaling limit, which
then gives rise to a free massless field whose local modular structure is known
due to the analysis of Hislop and Longo [15] (for details see Fredenhagen
[11], and Wollenberg [20]). In most of these investigations one finds that the
Connes-von Neumann-type of the algebras under consideration is IΠi.
We are interested in cases where the existence of scaling limits has not been
proved, but where we have one of the following two situations: One is the
case where we have an algebra and a subalgebra and in the other case we
are considering two different representations. What we have in mind are cases
where the two representations are connected by large translations, a situation
more general than that appearing in the theory of superselection sectors initiated
by Borchers [4] and developed by Doplicher, Haag, and Roberts [10] and by
Buchholz and Fredenhagen [5].
We will assume that we are dealing with a C*-algebra si invariant under
a group α s , s G IR and that we have two states, one ωo which is invariant, i.e.
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α^ωo = ωo and the other which has the asymptotic property
lim ω(Λocs(B)C) =

ω(ΛC)ωo(β),

s—>-oo

which means it is asymptotically connected with ωo.
In Sects. II and III we formulate and prove some general results and these
will be applied to the theory of local observables in the last section.
II. The Connes Spectrum and Large Translations
Since in the situations appearing in physics one cannot exclude that the von
Neumann algebras in question have a center we will deal always with the
invariant
S'(M) = Πspeczl ω ,
where ω runs over all normal states of M, and sρeczl ω denotes the spectrum
of the modular operator Δω associated with ω. S (M) is an algebraic invariant
and generalizes Connes invariant S(M) which was defined when M is a factor
[7]. We recall that Δω denotes the modular operator of the pair {ω, ME with
ME = EME and E the smallest projection in M with ω(E) = 1}.
If F is a projection in the center of M then one has

Sf(M) c S'(FM).
If in particular S'(M) = ]R+ as it appears mostly in the theory of local observables
then this implies that in the central decomposition of M appear only factors of
the Connes-von Neumann type IΠi.
We want to investigate the situation described as follows:
1) Let {si, IR, α} be a C*-dynamical system, i.e. si is a C*-algebra and α : IR —•
Aut si is a representation of IR by automorphisms of si.
2) Let si =3 $ ZD <β be sub-C*-algebras subject to the additional conditions:
(1) M is ocs invariant, i.e. α s ^ = $ for all s G IR.
(2) as^ a <β for all 5 G IR+, i.e. {αs; s G 1R+} defines a semigroup of morphisms
of*.
Next we introduce the following
ILL Notation. Let {si, R, α} be a C*-dynamical system and M a si such that
as01 c J* for all

s G R+

then we say $ is si absorbing if there exists a norm dense family 3F a si such
that for every F G 3F exist s(F) G R + with
octF e J

for

t>

s(F).

This family 3F can obviously be chosen to be -invariant.
3) In the following we will assume that the algebra * absorbs the algebra J* in
the sense of Definition ILL
We need another notation, which is representation dependent.
II.2 Notation. Let si be a C*-algebra and £% a si a sub-C*-algebra. Let π be a
representation of si, then we say $ fulfills the quasi-duality condition with respect
to π iff with
<T = {X G si', [X, B] =0, V£ G ^}
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one has

π{&)" = πffl.
Remark, (i) If & c si and if J* fulfills the quasi-duality condition then the
von Neumann algebra generated by π ( f c ) U π ( ^ ) is of type one and consequently
this is true also for π(si). But the centers of {π(J*c) U π{β)}" and of π(si) are
not necessarily the same.
(ii) We have used the name quasi-duality for the property described in II.2
because the name duality has a definite meaning in the theory of local observables.
The property we are using here is similar to usual duality assumption but not
connected to any geometrical structure.
(iii) If we are dealing with a theory of local observables which is invariant under
Poincare- and C.P.T.-transformations then the quasi-duality holds in the vacuum
sector (see e.g. [3]).
4) If ω0 e si* is an as invariant state and {π0, Jίf, Ωo} its G.N.S. representation
then we assume that πo(si) is weakly clustering meaning we assume for A, B,
Cesi
lim ωo(Bocs(A)C) = ωo(BC)ωo(A).
S-+00

5) The representation {πo, Jf, Ωo} induced by ωo shall be such that Ωo is cyclic
and separating for %o(β). Moreover, we assume that π§(β) fulfills the quasiduality condition. Next we want to generalize the situation described before to
the case where one has two states.
Π.3. Notation. Let {si, R, α} be a C*-dynamical system. Let ωo and ω be two
states of si. We say ω is asymptotically connected with ωo if for arbitrary A, B,
C G si the relation
lim ω(Aas(B)C) = ω(AC)ωo(B)
s—>co

holds.
Note that the definition of asymptotically connectedness implies that ωo is an α s
invariant state.
With these notations one obtains:
II.4. Lemma. Let {si, 1R, α} be a C*-dynamical system and ω, ωo be Wo states of
si. Denote by {π, if, Ω} the G.N.S. representation of ω. Assume that ω is asymptotically connected with ωo Then every π normal state is asymptotically connected
with ωo
Proof. Let ip e /

be a unit vector. Assume A, B, C € si and give ε > 0.
p

By construction of =?f we can find D 6 π(j</) with ||φ — ί>Ω|| <
5
Furthermore there exists s 0 such that
ll^ll "B"
|(Ω, D*π(Aas(B)C)DΩ)

- (Ω, D*π(AC)DΩ)ωo(B)\

< |

for s > so. With these estimates we obtain for s > so,
|(V>, π(Aas(B)C)ψ) - (ψ, π(AC)ψ)ωo(B)\
< \({ψ - DΩ}, π(Aas(B)C)ψ)\ + \({ψ - DΩ}, π(AC)ψ)ωQ(B)\
+ \(DΩ, π(Aas{B)C) {ψ - DΩ})\ + \(DΩ, π(AC) {ψ - DΩ})ωo(B)\
+ |(β, D*π(Aas(B)C)DΩ)

- (Ω, D*π(AC)DΩ)ωo(B)\

<ε.
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Since ε is arbitrary we have that (φ, -ψ) is asymptotically connected with ωo.
Using that every π normal state can be presented by a norm converging sum of
π vector states we get the same result for π normal states.
After this preparation we get the following result.
Π.5. Theorem. Let {stf, R, α} be a C*-dynamical system and let %> a & a srf be
sub-C*-algebras, with $ is ocs invariant, ocs^ c # for s € R + , and Ή absorbing
for ffl. Let ω, ωo be two states on srf such that ΩQ is cyclic and separating for
πo(β), and π§{β) fulfills the quasi-duality condition. Assume moreover that ω is
asymptotically connected with ωo Then one has:

The inclusion on the left-hand side is an equality if ωo is α s asymptotic abelίan.
Proof By assumption we know that the vector Ωo is cyclic and separating for
πo{β)". Moreover, the state ωo is αs invariant. If the system \β, α s , ωo} is weakly
clustering, then by a result of Araki [2] and Stormer [19] the set S"(π0 W )
coincides with speczJβ0 (for the algebra %o(β)n). For showing the inclusion on
the right-hand side, we use Fredenhagen's generalization [11] of the criterion of
St0rmer [19]. But we remark first that this condition holds also for the eigenvalue
zero, because then Fredenhagen's condition coincides with that of Stormer. Let
λ G speczlβ0 and φ be a π normal state then we have to find for any ε > 0 an
operator Aε e πi$)" such that
φ{A*εAe) > 1

(1)

and
\φ(AεB) - λφ(BAε)\ < ε{φ(B*B) + λφ(BB*)}1/2

(2)

holds for every B 6 π(#)". By the choice of λ exists an operator A\ G
with
MiΩoll>l + |

(3)

and

A, J is the modular operator respectively modular conjugation of the pair
{πo(0S)"9 Ωo}. Using the notation C\ = JA*J and the invariance of Ωo under J
we can replace (4) by
1

/

2

| .

(40

This equation gives also
||(C, - λ^AOΩoW =

= \\A*Ωo-λι/2S*JSAιΩo\\

=

\\A*Ω-λι/2S*JA*Ω\\

= M*Ω o -A 1 / 2 S*C 1 ΩolU
and consequently

\\(AΪ - λι'2CΪ)Ω0\\ < I.

(4")
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Next we use that π§(β) is dense in it^iβ)" in the strong-*-topology. Hence exists
Λ2 e πo(Λ) with

\\(A2 - A{)Ω0\\ + II(4 - A*)Ωo\\ < I .

(5)

By quasi-duality πo(^ c ) is strong-*-dense in πo(08'). Hence there is C2 G &c with
ll(πo(C2) - Ci)Oo|| + ||(πo(C2*) - C*)Ω0\\ < | .

(6)

o

Now we are making use of the fact that the algebra ^ is absorbing for J 1 . This
means there exists a norm-dense and *-invariant subfamily #" c ^ which is
absorbed by ^ by means of large translations. So we find A3 e #" with
|.

(7)

s > so

(8)

Let now so be such that
#

for

and si be such that
|φ(π(ccs{(AI/2^* - C2*) (λι/2A3
ι/2

+ \φ(π(a,{(A3 - λ C2)

- C2)})) - ω O ( ( A 1 / 2 4 - Φ

(λι/2A3

- C2))\

1/2

(A*, - A C*)}))

-wo((Ai-X^2C2)(A*3-Xl/2C*))\<^

for

(9)

s>slt

and let S2 be such that
for

\φ(π(as(A*A3)))-ωo(A*3A3)\<^

s>s2.

(10)

Assume now s > max{so, Si, s2} then one has asA^ e ^ and one finds by using
Eqs.(3), (5), (7), and (10):
1/2

φ(π(asA*3Ai))

> {ωo(A*3Ai) ~ \φ(π(Λ,Λ*Ai)) -

This shows π(α 2 ^3) fulfills condition (1). Furthermore one estimates by using the
inequalities (4'), (4"), (5), (6), (7), and (9):
\φ(π(as(A3))B) - λφ(Bπ(asA3))\
< φ(B*B)V2φ(π(as{(A3

- λι'2C2)

λ1'2^)}))1'2

(A*3 -

-

p

(
2

ψ{B*Bγ'

C2)})Ϋ'2

2

ι

2

|coo(U3 - A'/ C2} {A*, - λ > C*2}) +
2

- C2*} {λ" A3

ε

-

- C2}) + ^

Hence π(asA3) fulfills also condition (2) and the theorem is proved.
Remark. The results obtained in Theorem II.5 can be generalized in several
directions.
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(i) The limit requirements in 4) and II.3 can be weakend; for instance it can be
replaced by
IT

lim 1

[ ω(Aas(B)C)ds = ω(AC)ωo(B)

or by any other averaging procedure.
(ii) It is not necessary that the group in question is isomorphic to JR. Any other
group carrying an order structure will do the same job.
(iii) It is even not important to have a group. Any directed system {α7} cz Aut s/
will be sufficient provided the requirements l)-5) are formulated correspondingly.
III. On the Converse Problem
In the last section we have discussed the situation where one can conclude that
the Connes-invariant of the modular operators is contained in that of some
subalgebra. Usually one is interested in proving the equality of these sets. The
converse inclusion, however, is not easily obtained. The only case we can deal
with is the equality of the spectrum of modular operators belonging to the same
vector, but to different von Neumann algebras.
III.1 Theorem. Assume M a Jf are von Neumann algebras acting on the same
Hubert space Jί. Assume the unίtvector Ω £ J f is cyclic for Jί then
speczl^f ^ speczljf.
Proof. Assume λ e speczl^f and λ φ 0, and let E be the maximal projection in
Jί with ω(E) = 1, then to every ε > 0 we can find A e ME with ||i4Ω|| > 1 and
|(O, ABΩ) - λ{Ω, BAΩ)\ < ε{(0, B*BΩ) + λ(Ω,

BB*Ω)}1/2.

Let J be the modular conjugation of {Jί, Ω}. Then one finds by using JBJ e
\({JB + λ1/2B*}Ω,

Jί\

λ1/2A}Ω)\

{JA* -

= |(O, ABΩ) - λ(Ω, BAΩ)\ < s{\\BΩ\\2

We have JBΩ = JSjrB*Ω = Aιββ*Ω.
is non-negative one has

Writing A instead of Ajr and using that

{||J£Ω|| 2 + μ 1 / 2 | | β * Ω | | ) 2 } 1 / 2 < ||(zl 1/2 -

λ1/2)B*Ω\\.

This gives us
\({A1/2 + λι/2}B*Ω,

{JA* - λ1/2A}Ω)

< ε\\(Aι/2 +

λι/2)B*Ω\\.

Since JίΩ is dense in Jf and since — λ1^2 does not belong to the spectrum of
A1/2 also ( J 1 / 2 + λιl2)JίΩ
is dense in tf. From this we conclude
\\(JA* -λ1/2A)Ω\\

= \\(Aι/2 - λ1/2)AΩ\\ < ε,

and hence λ1/2 is an eigenvalue of A1/2 = Aι£ since ||^4Ω|| > 1 by construction.
If 0 = λ G speczl^f then Stormers condition tells us there exists for every ε > 0
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an operator A β ME with \\AΩ\\ > 1 and ||v4*ί2|| < ε. But since A e Jί one has
also

and therefore 0 belongs also to the spectrum of ΔJy. In both cases we made use
f
of the fact, if E is the maximal projection in Jί with ω(E') = 1, then E' > E
and hence
Next we want to combine this result with that of the last section.
III.2 Theorem. Let {<$/, R, α} be a C*-dynamical system and let %> a $ a stf be
sub-C*-algebras, $ invariant, α s ^ cz ^ for s e R + and %? absorbing for @. Let ωo
be an <xs invariant state and {πo, Jf, Ωo} its G.N.S. representation. Let πo(stf) be
weakly αs asymptotically abelian, π§(β) fulfill the quasi-dualίty condition, and let
Ωo is cyclic and separating for πo(β) and πo(^). Then one has

Proof The conditions of Theorem II.5 are fulfilled, if we choose ω = ωo Therefore we get S'(π 0 (#)") cz S'(no(<#)"). On the other hand one has
Sf(πo(V)")^

spec AπΩfy\

and by Theorem III.l
spec J 2 f > " £ spec

Δ^".

Since πo(β) is asymptotically abelian and Ωo is invariant one has

This together implies

IV. Applications
Our next task is to apply the results of the last two sections to situations of
physical interest. With reference to the assumptions of Theorem II.5 we need
asymptotic abelian systems. These appear in statistical mechanics as well as in
quantum field theory. In quantum field theory we use space-translations and
therefore, the system is asymptotic abelian, as a consequence of the usual locality
condition. In statistical mechanics, however, one considers the time-translations.
Therefore, the conditions of asymptotic abelianess is an extra requirement. Although one believes that timelike asymptotical abelianess is a consequence of
the timelike decay of local excitations it never has been derived from the decay
property. Nevertheless, timelike asymptotical abelianess has often been used in
one form or other, as for example, in the proof of the equivalence of the K.M.S.
with the stability condition [13]. We will treat these two situations separately.
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A. Statistical Mechanics
Here we are dealing with a C*-dynamical system {si, R, α}, and a temperature
state cθβ9 which shall be a β-K.M.S. state. Looking at the G.N.S. representation
{π(si)9 L/(ί), ^f, Ω} then as a consequence of the K.M.S. condition [12] the
vector Ω is cyclic and separating for π(si). In order to apply Theorem II.5 we
remark that the two states ωo and ω which are mentioned there, can be the same.
We will assume that π(si) is asymptotically abelian in a sense, which has to be
made precise. Since the algebra π(si) fulfills all the properties of the algebra J*
of Theorem II.5 we have to look for some bigger algebra si containing & such
that J* fulfills the quasi-duality condition. That this can be constructed is the
content of the following:
IV.l Proposition. Let {β, R, β) be a C*-dynamical system and let ω be an invariant state and {π, Jf, Ω} be the G.N.S. triple defined by ω. Assume that the vector Ω
is cyclic and separating for π(β) and assume π(β) is π-strongly asymptotic abelian,
which means
lim \\π(AβtB - (βtB)A)ψ\\ = 0
(11)
->00

for every ψ E Jtf*. Then there exists a concrete C -dynamical system [si, R, α}
acting on $? such that
(i) si is weakly asymptotic abelian,
(ii) π(β) a si and oct restricted to π(β) = βf.
Proof Define β?π(A) = π(βtA). By standard arguments we have a representation
U(t) of the group R implementing βf, i.e. we have

This representation leaves the vector Ω invariant. Let J be the modular conjugation for {π(β)\ Ω}. Then J commutes with U(t). Define
si = C* - algebra generated by

{π(β) U J%{β)J).

and for A e si define octA = U(t)AU*(t). Since at maps π(β) into itself and
hence also Jπ{0S)J into itself, it follows that αt maps si into itself. We see from
the construction that π(β) c si and that at restricted to %{β) — βf.
It remains to show that the algebra si is weakly asymptotic abelian. Let 1 >
ε > 0 be given then for A, B e si we can find C'i9 Dft G π(β) and Ci9 D[ e Jπ(β)J
with

N

Σ QC[ - A

and with

M

Σ Wi -

B

7=1

Using these estimates we obtain
| | [ 4 B] - [ £ QC'i9 X DjD'j]\\ < 2\\B\\ \\A-

The same estimates hold if we replace Dj and Dfj by octDj and OCJD'J. Next we get
Ϊ) = ^

QDj[C[9 D'j\ + [Ch Dj]D'jCl.
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By strong abelianess of π(β) and hence by that of Jπ(β)J
vector ψ e J f group elements ί y and ί ; such that
for

D

^^ >^WUQHV

we can find for every

'><>

and

Putting now all terms together we obtain for t > max{ίy, ί ; } the estimate
|(V>, [ΛαίB]v)l r e using this result we obtain
IV.2 Theorem. Let {<$#, stf(O), TR.d, α} be a theory of local observables and assume
α>o is an extremal jS-K.M.S. state of' s$ (with respect to the time translations). Denote by {πo, JffΌ, Ωo} the G.N.S. triple defined by ωo Assume π$(si) is <xt strongly
asymptotically abelian in the sense of Eq. (11). // V+ denotes the forward light
cone then one has
S'(πoW)

= spec J * ^ " <Ξ

S'fa{s/(V+))").

If ΩQ is also cyclic for πo(stf(V+)) then the inclusion on the right-hand side is an
equality.
Proof. In this situation ωo will be identified with both of the states ωo and ω
mentioned in Theorem II.5. The forward light cone is clearly absorbing the whole
of JRd for the time translation. If we denote the concrete C*-algebra generated
by two C* -algebras stf and Ά by si V St then the triple
πo(si) V Jπo(si)J

=> πo(^)

z>

πQ(^(V+))

fulfills the inclusion-, invariance-, quasi-duality-, and absorption requirements of
Theorem II.5. Since our system is asymptotically abelian by Proposition IV.2 and
since we have assumed that ωo is an extremal K.M.S. state we conclude that ωo
fulfills the cluster property, see [18] and references therein. Hence we can use
Theorem II.5 by taking for ω and ωo the same state. This gives the statement of
the theorem with the inclusion on the right-hand side. If Ω is cyclic for Π(stf(V+))
then we have the equality also on the right-hand side by the result of Araki [2]
and Stormer [19].
Remarks. 1) From general investigation of K.M.S. states [12] it is known that the
algebra %(sί)" is of type III. Hence this holds also for π{stf{V+))".
2) In this theorem the forward light cone V+ can be replaced by any other
set which is invariant under time translations in positive direction, and which
absorbs IRA
3) If spacelike translations are also present in the considered representation then
all the results we will describe under B. are correct in the present situation as
long as we are staying in the same representation and the corresponding cyclicity
assumptions are fulfilled.
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B. Field Theory
If we are dealing with the theory of local observables {s/9 srf(O), R r f , a] and
if we take a spacelike direction e and βs = ase as group then the system is
asymptotically abelian in the norm topology. In addition we have a large supply
of pairs of subalgebras stf(G\) =5 sd(G-i) where the first one is β-invariant and
the second one is absorbing the first.
Let us first describe the geometrical situation. Let e be a spacelike direction
then we will call a set G c R<* e-semi-invariant, if for every λ £ R + one has
G + λe cz G. It is called ^-invariant if this relation holds for all l e R . Having an
^-semi-invariant domain G then we obtain an invariant domain G\ by

By this construction one has the situation that the domain G is absorbing G\9 i e.
for every a € G\ exists λ > 0 such that a + λe £ G. Having a domain G, which is
absorbing G\ then in quantum field theory {s/9 stf(O), R J , α} the corresponding
algebras are also absorbing, which means the algebra s/(G) absorbs s/(Gι) with
respect to the group ocχe. The most simple example of such absorbing pairs are
spacelike cones C which have the direction e in their interior. In this case C
absorbs all of R r f . If we, now, take a wedge W such that e lies in the intersection
of the two defining lightlike hyperplanes, then W DC absorbs W. One, now, can
replace the cone C by any other e-semi-invariant domain G which absorbs Έίd.
Also in this situation W ΠG absorbs W.
In this construction the wedge W is a set which is invariant by the shift λe,
l e R . But one can replace this set by taking any other invariant set. This can
be obtained from any set 0 in the form

Z= \J{O+λe}.
λeΈL

We then again know that with any e-semi-invariant and R^ absorbing set G the
set Z Π G absorbs Z.
Before getting to the applications let us make a remark on the quasi-duality
condition. If we are dealing with a theory of local observables which is also
covariant under Lorentz-transformations and which in addition has the C R T symmetry in the vacuum-sector then we have the duality-property for the wedge
domain. This is a consequence of the work of Bisognano and Wichmann [3],
which enables us to construct a field theory fulfilling the duality condition for a
large family of domains. This discussion indicates that our much weaker quasiduality condition is fulfilled for a large class of field theories, as long as we are
dealing with the vacuum sector.
After these preliminaries we first look at the vacuum-sector. We know by
the work of Driessler [8] that in this situation the von Neumann-algebra of the
wedge domain is of type IIIi, i.e. we have

With this we obtain:
IV.3 Theorem. Let {stf, s$(O), R J , α} be a theory of local observables and let
{πo, J^9 Ωo} be a vacuum representation with unique vacuum vector. Let e be a
spacelike direction, G an e-semί-invarίant domain absorbing all o/R^ and W an
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e-ίnvarίant wedge. If we assume that πo fulfills the quasί-dualίty condition then
πo(s/(GnW))"
is of type
Proof Since we are dealing with a vacuum-representation we have by the ReehSchlieder-Theorem [17] that the vector Ω is cyclic and separating for the wedge W
as well as for W ΠG. Since we have assumed that UQ(W) fulfills the quasi-duality
condition we can apply Theorem III.2 and obtain

S'(πo(tf(W))") = S'(πo(j/(W Π G))").
Since by the result of Driessler the left-hand side is all of R + we obtain the
stated result.

Supplement
(α) If ωo is only invariant, but, πo is not a vacuum representation and if ΩQ is
cyclic and separating for the wedge and the spacelike cone C then we know again
from Driessler [9] that the von Neumann algebra π{st{W))" is of type III. But if
we know that duality holds in addition, then the types of π(srf(W Π C))n are the
same.
(β) In case we take a cylindrical set Z instead of W then we do not have much
knowledge about the type of πo(s/(Z))" except Z is generated by a double cone.
In this case the algebra πo(s/(Z))" is of von Neumann type III [9]. If πo(s/(Z))
fulfills the quasi-duality condition then we obtain by the same method

S'(πo(s/(Z))") = S'(πo(^(Z

n G))"),

where G is again any set which is e-semi-invariant and which absorbs KA
Next we assume that ω and ωo give rise to inequivalent representations.
We will assume that ω and ωo are asymptotically connected. What we have
in mind are superselection sectors. So the G.N.S. triple {π, jtf, Ω} represents a
charged sector which is connected to the vacuum representation {πo, Jtf'o, &o}
by large spacelike translations. If these superselection sectors are intertwined by
localizable charged fields or by fields localized in spacelike cones then one can
transport the knowledge about the types in the vacuum sector into the charged
sector. If, however, the charged fields are not localizable then only our method
gives results about the types of von Neumann-algebras in the charged sector. We
obtain:
IV.4 Theorem. Let {s/9 ^ ( 0 ) , IR/, α} be a theory of local observables. Let e be
a spacelike direction. Let ωo, ω be two states such that ωo is a vacuum state
and ω is asymptotically connected with ωo. Assume G is the domain which is esemί-invariant and which absorbs IRA Let W be an e-invariant wedge and assume
fulfills the quasi-duality condition then π(W Π G)" is of type III\.
Proof Again by the Reeh-Schlieder-theorem [17] we know that Ωo is cyclic and
separating for πo(jtf(W)). Hence all conditions of Theorem III.2 are fulfilled and
we obtain

S\π(s/(W))") c Sf(π(s/(W Π G))").
Since by the result of Driessler S'(π(s/(W))") is all of R + , the same is true for
the right-hand side. This implies π(W Π G)'f is of type IIIi.
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Supplement
(α) If the state α>o is only an invariant state then we know that the von Neumann
algebra belonging to the wedge regions is of type III, and hence S' contains the
point 1. Then Theorem II.5 suffices to conclude that this is the same for the
representation π. This does not necessarily mean that these algebras have the
same Connes-von Neumann type, but the von Neumann type must be the same.
Again this holds under the assumption of quasi-duality in the representation πo
(β) In case we take a cylindrical set Z instead of W then we do not have much
knowledge about the type of πo(Z)". If πo(Z) fulfills the quasi-duality condition
then we obtain by the same method
S'(πo(j*(Z))")

<= S'(π{s/(Z Π G))"),

where G is again any set which is e-semi-invariant and which absorbs RΛ
Remarks, (i) Our discussion is by far not exhaustive. If, for instance, one can
prove the scaling property only in the vacuum sector, then one can transport
by our method the knowledge about types into other superselection sectors. We
obtain that %(<&)" is of type IIIi for a large family of domains,
(ii) This method is not restricted to the translation group alone. Other groups,
as Lorentz-boosts, dilatations, and etc. can serve the same purpose, provided
the corresponding assumptions are made. We have restricted ourselves to large
spacelike translations, because the assumptions used here are natural in the
theory of superselection sectors.
(iii) In the case where one is using scaling limits the method could be transported
to curved space-time manifolds (see e.g. Wollenberg [20]). This is also true in
our situation, provided the manifold has so much symmetry that an appropriate
group is present.
(iv) Starting from Wightman-fields, instead of rings of bounded operators, is
another possibility. But we refrain from discussing it because the questions
connected with the passage from fields to local algebras is not yet completely
solved. For a review on this transition problem see e.g. Yngvason [21].
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